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Hello and welcome to another edition of

This edition of Stone Stories focuses on

Stone Stories, the members newsletter of

the history and heritage of our beautiful

The Friends of Tower Hamlets Cemetery

Cemetery Park as we approach our 180th

Park. It's been a tough year for the team

anniversary this September.

as we've moved in and out of lockdowns

We hope to celebrate with you all soon

but, despite the challenges, we've been

but in the meantime we hope you enjoy

thrilled to welcome back our volunteers

our new-look newsletter and, once again,

and get our events underway once more.

we wish you all the best.
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WELCOME FROM THE TRUSTEES
Dear readers,
Welcome to our special heritage edition of

We still have another tricky year to go with

Stone Stories! As you may know, we

restrictions still in place, which hamper our

welcomed our first ever Heritage Officer,

ability to hold large events and host bigger

Claire Slack, to the team towards the end

groups of volunteers. Once again, we ask

of 2020. It's been amazing to start to see

you to support us where you can to help

even more of the history and heritage

ease our recovery. We'd love to see you at

come to life over the last six months, and

our events and we are, as always,

to continue to build on the great work our

incredibly thankful for any donations be it

heritage trustees and volunteer team have

supporting our fundraisers or asking us

lead to date. We are especially excited to

about legacy donations.

soon be starting work in earnest on our
Conservation Management Plan as well

'WE VISIT THE PARK EVERY DAY... IT

as the restoration of the Burdick grave -

HAS BEEN INVALUABLE TO OUR

keep an eye out for developments! In this
edition we take a look back at the history
of the community's work to save the
heritage of the Cemetery Park with our

DAILY LIVES DURING THE
PANDEMIC.'
CEMETERY PARK ONLINE ATTENDEE
(2021)

trustee Doreen Kendall, as well as looking
forward to what the future may hold.

On a brighter note, there will be many
activities and opportunities to get involved
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As ever, we are eternally grateful for our

with the Cemetery Park and the Friends

members' support over this difficult

over the coming months, from grave

period. The Cemetery Park has never been

conservation sessions to nature walks on

busier, and we've really relied on the

Ackroyd Drive. If you would like to know

generosity in both time and donations to

more, please don't hesitate to get in

help us weather the first impact of the

contact by email, phone or asking one of

pandemic, such as the loss of funds for

our team in person. We try and make sure

key maintenance.

there is something for everyone!

LEADING LIGHTS
By Diane Kendall, Heritage Trustee
Drive along the A12 from Hackney to Bow

Offences included talking, having an untidy

and on the right is an imposing red brick

workbench, dropping matches or going to

industrial building, now converted into

the toilet without permission.

flats. It was founded as the Bryant & May
Match Company in 1861 with the specific

If workers were late, they were fined a half-

aim of making safety matches on a site in

day's pay. 'Phossy jaw', a type of bone

Bow that had once been used for the

cancer was common. Abscesses caused by

manufacture of candles, crinoline and rope. the cheap type of phosphorus in the
At one time, it was the biggest factory in

matches formed on their jaw bones,

London. The site was gradually expanded

discharging a foul-smelling pus eventually

as a model factory, helping supply the 250

causing brain damage, organ failure and

million matches that were used in Britain

finally death. While this type of

each day, and the company’s shareholders

phosphorous was banned in Sweden and

received dividends of over 20%.

the USA, the British government refused to
ban it, arguing that it would be a restraint

However, conditions for the nearly 2000

of free trade.

employees who worked at the factory, the
majority of whom were women and young
teenage girls, were appalling. Their

'SHE LIKENED THE BOW ROAD
FACTORY TO A "PRISON-HOUSE"'

earnings of around five shillings a week, for
a gruelling six day week working 12-14

Appalled at the way the women at Bryant &

hours a day, could be cut even more by a

May were being treated, Annie Besant, a

system of fines, ranging from three pence

British socialist and women's rights

to one shilling.

activist, wrote a damning article on 28th
June 1888 in her newspaper, The Link,
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Leading Lights contd.
which was entitled “White Slavery in

This success was to change many lives of

London”. She likened the Bow Road

the working classes as unions became

factory to a “prison-house”, describing

aware of their power. In 1889 a Gas

the match girls as “white wage slaves”

Workers’ and General Labourers’ Union was

who were “undersized”, “helpless” and

formed and won an 8-hour day.

“oppressed”. The company threatened to
sue for libel and demanded that their

Both the Electrical Trades Union and

employees sign to say the article was

Postmen’s Union were also formed. In the

untrue.When a group of women refused

August of that year, a dock strike in the Port

to sign their leaders were sacked.

of London (which lasted 6 weeks) resulted
in a hard-won victory for the 100,000

The response was immediate; 1400 of the

strikers. It won them the famous “dockers’

women at Bryant & May went on strike.

tanner” which equaled a pay rate of

Public sympathy and support was

sixpence per hour.

enormous. Amongst others, the London
Trades Council got involved. A strike fund

In the 1890s, the Salvation Army started its

to distribute emergency money to the

own match-making factory in the area,

striking workforce was started and a

using the safer red phosphorus and paying

Strike Register was opened. Over 700

more fairly than other factories. This along

girls, boys, men and women signed up

with activists continuing to lobby generally

and the Union of Women Matchmakers

against the use of white phosphorus meant

was also established, the first British

Bryant & May continued to receive negative

trade union for women.

publicity.

Wanting to mitigate the bad publicity,
Bryant & May’s directors were forced to
compromise just weeks later, agreeing to
a meeting on Monday 16th July with a
deputation from the London Trades
Council and the Match Girls Strike
Committee. By the next day an agreement
had been reached, in which ALL the
demands were met and terms agreed in
principle. The agreement represented a
resounding success for the match girls,
who returned to work the next day,
triumphant.
Bryant & May ‘Pearl’ safety matches, 1890-1
© Wellcome Library, London
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By the early 1900s, they had stopped

We were able to prove that Eliza Martin who

using white phosphorus and switched to

was a member of the Strike Committee was

red, with the government banning the use

buried in Tower Hamlets Cemetery.

of white phosphorus in match
manufacturing by 1908.
With the Cemetery being so close to the
Bryant & May Factory it is highly likely
that many of the employees, on their
death, could have been buried at Tower
Hamlets. With the details of the strike
register available it should be an easy
task to find out for sure, except with many
of the workers being teenage girls and

Eliza Martin was 18 years of age and lived
with her parents and siblings at 14
Whitethorn Street, Bow, at the time of the
strike. Her 13-year-old sister Louisa also
worked at the factory. By 1891, Eliza and
her parents lived in the same road as Sarah
Chapman, who was a leading figure in the
Strike. In December 1892, Eliza married
George Best, a fishmonger, and went to live

later marrying, it is a very time-consuming

with him in Eastfield street. They would

undertaking.

have nine surviving children.

With the help of Louise Raw’s excellent

Eliza died at the family home in 1924, aged

book 'Striking a Light', which the heritage

56 years, and was buried in the Cemetery on

team had purchased at a history fair

the 29th of December in a public grave.

where we had a stall promoting our

Very little detail is known of her activities

'Hidden Histories' book just before

during the strike apart from family

lockdown, we were able to confirm (with

recollections, the occasional mention in

further research) at least one burial.

local newspapers and a photograph of her
standing with her fellow Committee
members behind a table at one of the
meetings.
The match girls’ success was the beginning
of New Unionism and played a key role in
labour history. However, their story is little
known and there is no public statue to
honour them. Samantha Johnson, greatgranddaughter of match girls organiser
Sarah Chapman is leading a campaign to
put this injustice right. Further details can
be found on The Matchgirls Memorial
website (matchgirls1888.org)

The burial site of Eliza Best, nee Martin
at Tower Hamlets Cemetery Park.
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INTRODUCING QUEER ECOLOGIES
We’re beyond thrilled to join the

mysterious poems have started appearing

ecosystem of Tower Hamlets Cemetery

on half-buried pots, which claim to be

Park as 2021 artists in residence. Queer

from the future…

Ecologies is made up of writer, performer

“I don’t know if you’ve ever watched a

and facilitator Linden K. McMahon,

robin sing, but it’s wild that all that comes

compostist, gardener and researcher Hari

from such a tiny throat. And that was how

Byles and speculative writer, artist and

I found it. They were perched on the rim of

pleasure activist Ama Josephine Budge.

a pot that was just out of the earth – the

We seek to tell new stories about nature

cleavers had been growing around it, and

and our connection to it, empowering

pulling up their roots had uncovered the

interspecies collaborations, and

edge. We’re always finding things here –

honouring the inherently queer patterns

people leave cups when they’re picnicking,

and relations found throughout nature.

blankets from love nests, things dropped
accidentally and on purpose. But I just

We will be exploring the layers of history,

had some sense that it wasn’t litter - a gut

ecology, and community which make up

feeling. You know there are trillions of

the Cemetery Park - working with and

bacteria in your gut, and we’re still

inspired by the interdependence which is

figuring out how they affect our brains?

so evident throughout the space to

And they’re ancestral – they’re passed on

imagine new futures. We’re hosting

from generation to generation, and we

monthly full moon fires; workshops on

even share them with the animals we live

zine-making, speculative ceramics, and

with. I know it sounds weird, but I think

Black science fiction writing;

they had something to do with knowing it

performances and installations;

was real.”

explorations and celebrations of care; and
- for the finale - a Microbe Disco where

Find out what happens at The Clay in Us, a

you can dance with the smallest members storytelling walk and installation on 7th
of the Cemetery Park’s ecosystem!

and 22nd August!

Here’s a sneak peek at Linden’s

You can find the full programme at

commission - a speculative piece in which http://tiny.cc/QEprogramme
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BIODIVERSITY AND HERITAGE
A happy partnership in Lodge Graves, by Terry Lyle, Trustee
“Lodge Graves” is the name we give to the

bees visit too. They may be red, white, or

open area with a few trees, adjoining the

three different shades of pink.

old Cemetery Lodge, that is before you
when you come through the main gates in

In February and March there are tiny plants

Southern Grove. It exemplifies how

on grave tops with scanty soil, bearing

biodiversity and heritage can work

white flowers which look as if they have 8

together to mutual benefit, with

petals, but actually have four deep-cleft

appropriate management.

ones. They are Whitlow Grass (Erophila
verna). By the end of April the seeds are

The area has changed greatly over the
years. In 1980 it was under thick tree
cover, mostly sycamore. Subsequently, the
Greater London Council opened it up by
removing all but a select few trees.

ripe and the plants dead. The seeds
germinate in autumn and the cycle begins
again. The larger and more noticeable
Shining Cranesbill (Geranium lucidum)
behaves similarly, but produces its pink
flowers in April and May and dies in June.

When the Friends were formed in 1990, it
was thickly grown with bramble, nettle and
cow parsley. It was one of the main
focuses of our early nature conservation
efforts, concentrating on removing these
three plants over several years. When that
was done, smaller plants had more scope,
and diversified. We encouraged the
process by new planting and seeding. Over
time, the area has become very rich indeed
not only at ground level but also on many
of the graves. Without the graves, it could
not be nearly as rich as it is.
From May onwards, Lodge Graves can look
as if it’s a mass of Red Valerian
(Centranthus ruber), but this is misleading.
All of the plants are on the graves, growing
between the cracks of the stones. The
masses of small tubular flowers are
adapted to pollination by butterflies but

Lodge Graves and the plants that grow
around them
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Biodiversity and Heritage contd.
Sitting out the summer enables plants to
grow in very dry places, where the dryness
reduces competition. Many bulbs do it too,
becoming dormant in summer. In very
shallow soils those we have planted
include Grape Hyacinths (Muscari), the
midwinter flowering Crocus laevigatus, and
the autumn flowering yellow crocus-like
Sternbergia lutea.
Succulent plants have another way of
enduring the summer. The commonest is
White Stonecrop (Sedum album). Its leaves
are swollen with water. It flowers in early
summer, but its leaves grow mainly in
winter.

Park in June 2021

Some plants need dry conditions, but not

A surprising range of plants, are capable of

as dry as those on a gravetop with only a

growing in the cracks of the larger

few centimetres of soil. They often seed

monuments, though they normally grow

themselves into cracks in the stones,

elsewhere. A few present now are

where there is more moisture. Special
plants we have like this include Small
Scabious (Scabiosa columbaria),
Nottingham Catchfly (Silene nutans),
whose white flowers open at night, and
Kidney Vetch (Anthyllis vulneraria) which is
the caterpillar foodplant of the nationally
scarcest butterfly we have, the Small Blue
(Cupido minimus).
Where graves have deeper soil, 5cm to
8cm, plants that can only compete in very
dry grasslands grow. They include Longstalked Cranesbill (Geranium columbinum)
and Rock Rose (Helianthemum
nummularium) which is the main
caterpillar foodplant of the Brown Argus
butterfly.
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Kidney Vetch growing in the Cemetery

Marjoram (Origanum vulgare), Agrimony
(Agrimonia eupatoria) and Ox-eye Daisy
(Leucanthemum vulgare).
A few specialize in growing in the cracks
of stonework or brickwork. A familiar one
is Ivy-leaved Toadflax (Cymbalaria
muralis). One, a tiny but dissimilar relative
of the Foxglove, is Fairy Foxglove (Erinus
alpinus).
We now turn from the “dry side” to the “wet
side”. The graves help that too, especially
by making areas of shadier and thus
holding moisture better. This enables
Primroses (Primula vulgaris) grow nearby
where shade is less.

After rain, the shaded sides of the

The gravestones also provide a habitat for

headstones have white-lipped Banded

mosses and lichens, and the diversity of

Snails (Cepaea hortensis) crawling over

types of stone used increases the number

them.

of species that can grow there.

The large flat-topped monuments, mainly

None of the plants mentioned harm the

in the southern part of the Lodge Graves,

graves but if woody plants such as

shed the rain that falls on them on the

seedling trees and shrubs establish

adjoining ground. This makes that ground

themselves, the steady enlargement of

suitable for plants that need more

their roots can cause damage. We remove

moisture. These include Lady’s Smock
(Cardamine pratensis), Bugle (Ajuga
reptans) and Greater Bird’s Foot Trefoil
(Lotus pedunculatus). In drier parts of the
area, Common Bird’s Foot Trefoil (Lotus
corniculatus) grows.
Both Bird's Foot Trefoils support
caterpillars of the Common Blue butterfly

woody plants.
Biodiversity and Heritage, in Lodge Graves
and elsewhere in the Park, are
overwhelmingly complementary, but
conflicts can arise, and the Conservation
Management Plans we are developing will
explore them.

(Pollyomattus icarus) and the Six-spot
Burnet moth (Zygaeana filupendulae).
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EDWARD MUNROE
(AGE 105)
By Sylvia Law, Heritage Volunteer
In public grave number P1151 lies the body of Edward
Munroe, who I believe to be the oldest of all our
burials at 105 years (that we've found so far at least),
and with such an interesting life, too.
Edward was born on 3rd September 1809 in Truro,
Nova Scotia, Canada, with ancestors hailing from
Scotland. At the age of 8, he moved to America. At 17,
he signed up for the American Navy. In the years
before the American Civil War, there were plenty of
adventures to be had, chasing the many pirates
around the coast of South America and the Gulf of
Mexico. A memorable (or perhaps not so memorable)
chase for Edward Munroe was for the notorious pirate
known as the ‘Black Demon’, because that was the
name of his ship, although his real name was
Velasquez. He had a long career of robbery and
violence, Munroe recalled that this pirate ran his ship
into the Port of Santos in Brazil where he raided the
town, and carried off a young lady who was the
daughter of a marquis.
The Brazilian government, having no war vessels near
at the time, begged the US frigate Samuel Adams to
give chase. The frigate overhauled the pirates' ship
and the boats were lowered with Munroe in the first
boat. Once boarded, great resistance was put up by
the pirate crew, but as they were being heavily
defeated, it was noticed that Black Demon was about
to jump into the sea to escape with the young
daughter of the marquis. Lieutenant Flagg, of the US
frigate, hit the pirate over the head with his cutlass
which killed him; the remainder of the crew were

Edward Monroe's funeral
procession - 1915
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apparently strung up to the yardarm, and the young
lady was returned safely to her family.

However, another account given to a

Throughout his adventurous and colourful

reporter suggested that they boarded the

career, of fighting pirates, and for the North

‘Black Demon’ with a crew of 200 to 300

in the American Civil War, and being

pirates aboard, and after much fighting

shipwrecked four times, the only injury he

the captain and crew were captured,

sustained was a wound to his wrist.

taken ashore, tried and hanged!
As a centenarian, it was reported that he
It is understood that Munroe also fondly

could both see and hear extremely well, and

remembered serving under David

had survived the surgery at Edmonton

Glasgow Farragut on the battleship

Infirmary of a broken thigh after being

Delaware, and describes him as a smart

knocked over by a bicycle. John Davis, who

officer and very good to his men.

founded the London branch of the American

Farragut was commanding the expedition

Civil War Veterans of which Edward Munroe

against New Orleans at the beginning of

was a member, attended his funeral, along

the American Civil War 1861 - 1865 when

with many others, including a member of

Munroe was quartermaster on a mortar

the American Embassy, on 12th February

boat in the same expedition.

1915 at The City of London and Tower
Hamlets Cemetery.

'THROUGHOUT HIS
ADVENTUROUS AND COLOURFUL
CAREER... THE ONLY INJURY HE
SUSTAINED WAS A WOUND TO
HIS WRIST'
The New York Times records he was also
present at the celebrated engagement in
Hampton Roads in 1862, when the
Merrimac rammed the Cumberland and
Congress. The Merrimac was herself
attacked the next day by the Monitor
which had arrived during the night from
New York. Monroe was a sailor aboard
the Congress at the time.
In his very adventurous life, he also
served under Samuel Francis Du Pont and
David Dixon Porter, all eminent American
naval heroes. At the end of the Civil War,
Munroe left the American Navy and joined

Edward Munroe 'sketched from life'
Image from Find My Past

the merchant service.
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A VICTORIAN CHILD
MURDERER
By Penny Williams, Heritage Volunteer
The Victorian age could be brutal and life was cheap, but
an Old Bailey murder trial in September 1895 was unusual
because two of the three defendants were 13 and 12 year
old brothers. The victim was their mother.
Robert Allen Coombes, the older of the two brothers, had
been born in Bethnal Green on January 6th 1882 to Robert
and Emily Harrison Coombes (née Allen). Robert senior
was a steward on transatlantic steamers and was often
away for extended periods. The birth was a difficult one
and the baby was delivered by forceps, leaving permanent
marks on the baby’s head. The second brother, Nathaniel
George Coombes, was born just over a year later in
February 1883.
Probably because Robert senior was away so much, the
family moved to Liverpool and lived with family but by
1891 Emily and her boys were back in London and they
appear on the census living at 24 Liddon Road, Plaistow,
West Ham. Emily is recorded as ‘wife’ but no male head of
the household is recorded. She is not recorded as having
any employment so the family was presumably living on
Robert senior’s wages.
By the winter of 1891/2, the family had moved to 35 Cave
Road in Plaistow from where the boys attended Grange
Road School, Stock Street School and Cave Road School.
Robert was remembered as a good student and very
clever. This did not stop the brothers from regularly
playing truant, and Robert travelled to New York from 12th
September 1894 until 11th March 1895, a fact his father
explained at the Old Bailey trial. At the age of 11, Robert
left school and worked briefly in the dockyards as a
plater. This was a skilled job that involved laying the steel
plates which formed the hull of a ship.
Robert seems to have had a fascination with the seamier
side of East End life.
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He grew up in the shadow of the

Using some money taken from Emily’s

Whitechapel murders, was a keen reader

purse Robert and Nathaniel left the rent

of the very popular ‘penny dreadful’

and the rent book with a neighbour as the

publications and is believed to have

rent was due that day. This ensured that

travelled alone to Chelmsford Assizes in

no-one went calling on number 35. With

November 1894 to attend the sensational

the rest of the money, Robert and

murder trial of James Read, the ‘Southend

Nathaniel headed off to watch cricket

Murderer'. There is no record that he

legend W.G. Grace playing at Lords.

attended Read’s execution in December.
Over the next few days Robert arranged for
a family friend, John Fox, to pawn
'IT WAS ROBERT WHO STABBED

household items including his father’s

HIS MOTHER WHILE SHE LAY IN

watch and a mandolin to obtain extra

HER BED. HE TOLD NATHANIEL

money. Fox also requested an advance

AROUND 8.30M BUT THE

on Robert Coombe senior’s wages from

YOUNGER BOY DID NOT BELIEVE

the National Steamship Company on the

HIM AND INSISTED ON SEEING

pretext of paying medical bills for Emily.

FOR HIMSELF.'

The brothers also took a trip to the
Stratford Theatre.

On the 5th/6th July 1895 Robert senior left However, the tales told by Robert were
beginning to unravel. Neighbours did not
the family home once again, leaving
behind enough cash to finance the family

believe that Emily had gone to Liverpool.

until his return. The boys were getting

One neighbour contacted Emily’s sister-in-

older and were becoming more difficult for law (confusingly also named Emily
Emily to deal with. She regularly beat both Coombes) and she visited number 35 on
boys and at their trial they admitted that

July 8th. Getting no reply, she returned

they purchased a knife with the intention

later that evening to encounter John Fox,

of killing their mother a week before their

who had moved into the house with the

father left. On Sunday 7th Emily beat

brothers. Fox told her again that Emily was

Nathaniel and the boy told his older

in Liverpool, but sister-in-law Emily was

brother that he wanted to kill her.

nothing if not persistent, and later in the

However, at around 3.45am on the Monday week she obtained a spare key from the
landlord and made her way back into the
morning it was Robert who stabbed his
mother while she lay in her bed. He told

house. There she made the gruesome

Nathaniel around 8.30am, but the younger

discovery of her murdered sister-in-law’s

boy did not believe him and insisted on

body.

seeing for himself. The boys later testified
that Emily was still groaning in agony at
9am when they left the house.
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A Victorian Murderer contd.
While the neighbours were sending for the

His service records show that his

police, Nathaniel managed to escape

merchant seaman service could not be

through a window, but Robert and John

verified and that he declined the option of

Fox were both arrested and taken to West

re-enlisting when his 12 years’ service was

Ham police cells. Robert was later moved

up. This meant he was not a member of

to Holloway Prison where he remained

the Royal Navy when war broke out.

until the trial on September 9th 1895.

Instead, he emigrated and served with the

Robert was never in any danger of hanging Australian Navy as Chief Stoker on HMAS
because of his age but he was found guilty ‘Australia’ for the duration. Once back in
and sentenced to an indefinite period of

civvy street, he ran into a number of

incarceration in Broadmoor Hospital for

problems with the New South Wales Police

the Criminally Insane. He has the dubious

in Newcastle for a mixture of charges,

honour of being its youngest inmate.

from assault to riding a bicycle without

Nathaniel and John Fox were both found

lights after sunset. He died in Newcastle in

not guilty on all charges and released.

1946.

Emily Coombes had been buried in a

Robert was released, age 30, in 1912 after

simple wooden coffin in a long trench of

17 years of confinement. Like his brother

public graves close to the Cemetery wall

he headed to Australia and he too served

alongside Lockhart Street on Saturday

with distinction during the Great War. He

20th July. Only a few family members, not

enlisted in the Australian Imperial Force

including Emily’s two sons, attended,

early in the war and was awarded the

largely because the police had kept details Military Medal for conspicuous bravery for
of the burial secret. On the same day

his work as a stretcher bearer during the

Emily’s husband was sailing towards New

disastrous Gallipoli Campaign.

York. A captain of one of the pilot boats
which guided the steamers into New York

After the war Robert returned to New

delivered a newspaper with details of

South Wales, where be became a farmer at

Emily’s murder and the arrest of Robert

Nana Glen near Sydney. He was a first-

and Nathaniel to the captain of the

class musician, playing the cornet, and

‘France’, who in turn had the unpleasant

was bandmaster of the military band. He

task of passing the news on to Robert

later opened his own market garden in the

senior. He headed back to Liverpool and

Glenreagh District. He never married. In

attended the trial.

1941 he enlisted for service in WW2 with
the 8th Garrison Battalion, responsible for

Nathaniel enlisted in the Royal Navy on the patrolling New South Wales coastline but
6th June 1904 at the age of 20.At the time he was discharged a few months later due
he stood a mere 5ft 2” tall.
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to poor health.

Robert died at Coffs Harbour Hospital on
May 7th1949 aged 67 and was buried in
Coffs Harbour Historic Cemetery.
The headstone of Robert’s grave has an
interesting sub-script. It reads ‘Always
remembered by Harry Mulville & family’.
Clever research by Kate Summerscale for
her book ‘The Wicked Boy’ identified
Harry Mulville. Although he had no family
of his own, Robert Coombes became
Harry’s guardian when the young boy was
badly beaten by his stepfather. Harry
remembered Robert as ‘a fine old

A gift for the future

gentleman’ who kept him on the straight

Making a will is one of the most important

and narrow. It seems as if history was

decisions you will ever make to ensure

repeating itself; Robert had killed to

that your loved ones are looked after

protect his younger brother and later

when you are gone. After you have taken

offered a home to another young boy

care of your friends and family there may

suffering abuse.

be a little left over that you choose to
donate to a charity close to your heart.
A gift in your will can be as small as a

Sources:

pound or two or can be as big as your

‘The Wicked Boy’ by Kate Summerscale,

entire estate, that choice is entirely up to

published by Bloomsbury (2016).

you. Any gift you choose to leave could

Old Bailey Proceedings Online, September 1895,

support vital work at the Friends of Tower

trial of ROBERT ALLEN COOMBES (13)

Hamlets Cemetery park, whether that be

NATHANIEL GEORGE COOMBES (12) JOHN FOX

restoring our monuments or protecting

(t18950909-720).

our plants, animals, birds and bees.

The National Archives; Kew, Surrey, England;
CRIM 9: Central Criminal Court: After Trial
Calendars of Prisoners; Reference: 41

If you might like to consider leaving a gift
to the Friends of Tower Hamlets

Robert Coombes’ obituary Daily Examiner

Cemetery park, please get in touch with

(Grafton, NSW : 1915 - 1954) 13 May 1949: 2.

our team on contact@fothcp.org for a no

Web. 31 Oct 2019

obligation, informal chat. We will always

Ancestry.co.uk

recommend that you seek independent
professional advice before making or
altering your will.
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MEET OUR RUNNERS
Meet some of our marathon runners for London 2021
Andrew Eaglesham (London 2021)
“Hi, I’m Andrew, and I’m really happy to be running
the London Marathon for the Friends of Tower
Hamlets Cemetery Park! I’m a local and walk the
dog/run in the Cemetery Park most days, so it’s a
really special place for me to exercise and unwind.
I’ve always loved the environment and studied
Environmental Conservation so I understand the
importance of looking after green spaces. I enjoy
adventure - a few years ago I went to live in New
Zealand which was loads of fun, so I’m always up
for a new challenge! Finally, I’m a lifelong fan of
Newcastle United - so know what it’s like to be an
underdog looking for a win! Thanks to all involved
for your support and I look forward to representing
the Cemetery Park team!”

Casey Stewart-Smith (virtual 2021)
“My name is Casey and I have been walking through
the Cemetery Park all my life. Now it's literally my
backyard having moved into St Clements.
During the pandemic, the park became a safe haven
for our daily family walks and it has been such an
amazing rediscovery. The careful management
looks effortless but it's nothing of the sort and the
sheer dedication of all who work here is so incredibly
appreciated and I know I speak for all the locals that
we are so blessed to have this space on our
doorstep. I am so honoured, if not slightly terrified,
to have been chosen as one of your Virtual Marathon
runners so if you see me zooming (haha) past you in
my Wonder Woman outfit on your own daily walks,
then please give me a shout of encouragement,
as I'm going to need it!”
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EXPLORING OCCUPATIONS
By Sylvia Law, Heritage Volunteer
Some thirty years ago in the early 1990s, a

The Grocer came round twice a week with

young schoolboy came into the Register

lots of produce in his van, the muffin man

Office where I was working, and where he

on his bicycle had freshly made crumpets

was on a YTS (Youth Training Scheme)

to sell once a week, and the winkle man

visit. He was given a 19th Century birth

was a welcome sight every Sunday. He

register to index and unsurprisingly had

would push his cart and ring a loud

difficulty reading some of the handwriting.

handbell to announce his arrival with all

He was really puzzled by the occupation of

sorts of shellfish for our Sunday tea.

one gentleman who was a hawker and, as

Everything was weighed out in a tin mug.

you can imagine, he thought it was
someone who worked with a hawk,

There was also the Rag and Bone Man

whereas in this instance it was actually a

(no, not the singer) who gave you a

term used to describe someone who sold

goldfish in exchange for your old clothes.

their wares in the street.
The lamplighter came round on his bike
Not long after this event I myself was

every evening to turn on the street

caught out when I asked a young lady, who

lighting, and this was on a new post war

was registering her baby’s birth, for her

housing estate too. I also had to stand at

occupation, and she said she worked in a

the front door, and was given strict

mobile shop. Oh I knew all about mobile

instructions from my parents to count the

shops. In the late 1940s and early 1950s

number of sacks the coalman tipped

as a child I grew up with them, so they

down the coal hole! However, I digress.

were very familiar to me.

This birth registration was in the early 90s
and on further investigation it was a
mobile phone shop that the new mum
worked in, when mobile phones, and their
shops, were few and far between.
Many 19th century occupations are just
as easily recognisable today, and
adequately describes their profession.
Edwin Harris in grave 7517 was a builder,
Francis Gostelow in grave 5913 a
tobacconist, and other occupations reflect
the closeness to the docks.

WWII poster (1939 - 1945) of a rag and
bone man with dog by artist John Gilroy
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Occupations contd.

William George Westcott in grave 5519

From a family history point of view, lots of

was a ship owner, while Susan Soanes in

information can generally be gathered

grave 483 took over the business of rope

from an ancestor’s marriage certificate,

making after her husband died.

and I was intrigued to find on one of mine
that the bride’s occupation was that of a

Some job titles only give us a clue, and

gutta percha maker. Simply put, gutta

belies the full details as in a tripe dresser.

percha is a substance of natural rubber

Tripe was a popular dish for the working

that’s extracted from certain trees that

classes in the 19th Century through to the

grow in Malaysia and Singapore. William

mid 20th Century as it was cheap,

Montgomerie, who was a surgeon with the

nutritious, and generally cooked with root

East India Company, sent home samples

vegetables as a stew.

to London in circa 1843, and in 1844 he
also sent samples to Charles Mackintosh’s

It is the lining of generally a cow’s

raincoat company.

stomach, although it could be from any
ruminant mammal. The four chambers of

One of the partners in that company was

the cow’s stomach produced four different

Thomas Hancock, who passed a sample

types of tripe. The linings were removed

onto his brother Charles. Charles was

and trimmed of fat, and because they were

looking for a material to make bottle

very green from the grass, they were put

stoppers. Walter Hancock, the third brother

into large tanks of water to be boiled,

who is interred in grave 1557, was a

bleached and thoroughly rinsed, and this

renowned engineer known in the 1820s

process was known as dressing.

and 1830s for constructing steam-

Apparently the process also produced very

powered road vehicles that were mainly

pungent odours, and perhaps rather

running in Stratford.

unfortunately interred in grave 1724 lies
our tripe dresser William Smellie.
As a member of the Heritage research
team and a family historian, I have often
come across occupations totally new to
me. Whilst working on our WW1 Hidden
Histories book for example, I hadn’t heard
of an artificer before, the meaning of which
is a skilled mechanic in the armed forces,
and William Scruton in grave R5868 was
employed as one by the Royal Navy,
serving in the engine room.

Illustration of a French tripe seller 1893
Source: Gallica Digital Library
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For example, John Wilton in grave 1639
was a tallow chandler, which in today’s
parlance would be a candle manufacturer,
and John Mason in grave 11 along with
his father James, were described as
undertakers, now commonly referred to as
funeral directors.
Finally in this technological age there are
very many new occupations. On another
occasion in the Register Office a pleasant
young man attended to register the birth
Seated dog (spaniel) moulded from

of his son. When we got to the question of

Gutta Percha, made by the Gutta Percha

his occupation he said he was a barrister.

Company, Islington, London, England.

Mr Benjamin Robinson in grave 8113 was

Science Museum Group Collection

a barrister, but I doubted very much that

© The Board of Trustees of the Science

this was true of this young man. So

Museum

further questioning was needed to
discover he was in fact a barista!

Charles and Walter, along with a third
partner, set up the Gutta Percha Co. in
1846. The rubber was used to cover
cables to go under the sea, as a cover on
golf balls, and for my family’s trade it was
used for the soles of boots and shoes. It’s
still in use today, and surprisingly one of
its many uses is in dentistry!

You can see how research can take you
down so many varied and interesting
avenues. So if you would like to join the
Heritage team to research, and find out
more about the people who are laid to rest
in the Cemetery Park, please contact the
team on heritage@fothcp.org

Some of the 19th century occupations
that were followed by the people who are
laid to rest in the Cemetery Park are now
obsolete. For example John Norton in
grave 7521 was a drysalter. They were
dealers in chemicals designed for the
preservation of food such as in the
sauces, pickles, and meats that they sold,
plus glue, varnish, dyes and colouring.
Whilst other occupations still do the same
thing, but have just had a name change.
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REFLECTING ON THE CEMETERY
PARK AND OUR PANDEMIC YEAR
By Kenneth Greenway, Cemetery Park Manager
What a year! Unlike anything anyone has

So, with the support of Fran, the staff team

experienced in recent times. The

set up a Crowdfunder to ask people to help

pandemic certainly brought with it many

The Friends survive the pandemic and help

challenges but we also experienced a

us raise £5,000. To date, people have

great deal of generosity, support and help

helped us to raise £31,683. Massive

from our visitors and network of

thanks to all that have donated.

volunteers. Along with a great deal of
work and commitment from the staff

We wanted to continue to connect with our

team and Trustees, especially Fran our

supporters so Cemetery Park Online began

Chairperson.

and continues to operate as a way to
connect with people and share topics
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When the pandemic started and we were

around nature and heritage welcoming

told to stay at home, we experienced an

guest speakers and our own staff and

almost instant rise in daily use of the

volunteers. These talks have been

Cemetery Park. We also knew that we

exceedingly popular, and people have been

would experience a massive drop in

very generous to donate to us when

income.

booking their tickets.

We also needed to ensure the Cemetery
Park remained a safe place to visit, so
Norayne, a volunteer led the charge on
litter picking and changing bin liners, Dim,
the Setpoint Education Manager
supported this and began several months
of walking the Cemetery Park daily to

“THE PARK WAS A LIFELINE
FOR LITERALLY 100S OF LOCAL
PEOPLE DURING THE
LOCKDOWN - HELPING US ALL
TO COPE."

check-in with visitors, help keep the site
safe and ensure folk followed the
guidance.
With the help of Steven, a nature
conservation volunteer, we began doing
the seasonal management work. For the
first time in my almost 19 years at the
Cemetery Park this was done more
crudely, using petrol strimmers. A
WhatsApp group was created to support
individual volunteering, litter picking and
manage the opening and closing of the
main gates on Southern Grove.
As the months rolled on, the staff, myself,
Michelle and Suzanna and our
chairperson, Fran wrote and submitted
several successful grant applications. We
got ourselves ready to welcome people
back in the summer of 2020. This involved
the writing of a new policy, risk
assessment, website updates and the
installation of a new external sink for
hand washing and the implementation of
a rigid and thorough cleaning system for
equipment and tools after activities. The
summer saw the return of practical

All events were very well received, and
people were grateful that we’d organised
events and volunteering.
In September we welcomed Claire Slack
our new Heritage Officer to deliver the
project of writing a Conservation
Management Plan for the site as well as
deliver public events with a heritage
theme, of course only when restrictions
allowed.
Obviously, the winter and early spring of
2020/21 saw another lockdown and the
rollout of the vaccine programme. We
continued to focus on fundraising and
doing what we can to connect with people.
Since the easing in April volunteering and
events have restarted and we’ve begun to
welcome back corporate groups. I really
hope this is a continuing trend up and out
of a pandemic, but I do recognise that
Covid isn’t going anywhere and that over
the coming months and years we’ll be
learning new ways to live with Covid-19
and care for those that catch the virus.

volunteers and forest school along with
the odd guided walk.
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Reflecting on our Pandemic Year contd.

We’ve had hundreds of comments about

Additional thanks to Dim, Steven, Terry,

the role the Cemetery Park played in

Norayne and the many other volunteers

helping people deal with the challenges of

who have all stepped up to the plate and

lockdown. This is one of many similar

given so much of their time to keep the

sounding sentiments. We’re so pleased

Cemetery Park open, clean, safe and

that the Cemetery park means so much to

welcoming to all.

so many and holds a special place in
people’s hearts.

I really am very grateful to the staff and
our network of volunteers for everything

Finally, a massive thank you to Fran,

you’ve done to support the Friends and the

Michelle, Suzanna and Claire for all their

Cemetery Park.

hard work and dedication to ensure the
Friends survived the pandemic. It’s been
tough, but together we’ve done an amazing
job!
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INTRODUCING OUR LITTLEST HELPER
By Sam Bird, Heritage Volunteer
My journey with the Friends of Tower

She is always ready for a guided walk

Hamlets Cemetery Park began in 2014.

around the Cemetery Park and probably

With a book just published and looking to

knows as much as the rest of us these

connect with the local community, I came

days! She loves a trip out from the Soanes

along to the Summer Fair full of

Centre to try and find a grave in all the

trepidation. However, myself and my

undergrowth.

mother were made to feel so very
welcome, we have never looked back! The

Her connection with graves has now

heritage team have supported all my

extended to her own family tree. She was

historical ventures and over the years we

delighted during lockdown to finally find

have built friendships that go beyond the

the grave of her great-great-grandparents.

boundaries of Tower Hamlets Cemetery

It has been a family mystery for the last

Park.

sixty years! So, her skills from the heritage
team helped to track down her own family

By early 2016 we were once again back at

history!

the Cemetery Park for an event, but this
time with my 5 month old daughter. She

No matter how young or old you are, there

has grown up with the heritage team and

is lots of fun to be had with the heritage

always looks forward to a day out there.

team! It has been a great journey so far
and we look forward to what the future

For my daughter it is a home from home.

brings!
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1957 BOW CEMETERY
By Kevin Carter, Heritage Volunteer
Dad died on Sunday 13 October 1957 and was buried at
Bow Cemetery (a local name for the City of London and
Tower Hamlets Cemetery) eight days later. Cousin Michael
was tasked with taking my brother Tony, me and our other
young cousins to the Tower of London, while older
members of the family attended the funeral at the cemetery
where dozens, probably hundreds, of other family members
had been laid to rest since it opened in 1841. It was close
to earlier family homes, so mourners once carried the
coffin or pulled the body in a hand cart or, only very
occasionally, walked behind black-plumed horses pulling a
hearse.
Although I do not recall, I suspect my first visit to the
cemetery was just a few weeks after that. We lived in
Debden so over the coming years we travelled on the
Central Line to Mile End. Mum called out to friends on the
way to the station, that she was going “up ‘ome”, returning
to the East End, where she and almost everybody else on
our estate had been born and raised, moving to Essex after
the war.
The visits followed a pattern. After disembarking at Mile
End, we walked along Eric Street and Mum recalled, every
time, how badly bombed it had been during War. It left a
deep impression on her. Aged 11, she had to bring her
young nieces and nephews along Eric Street to find shelter,
either at Holy Trinity church (where she later married) or at
Mile End station.
A tension built as we made our way. I was then too young
to understand the reason, but Tony, five years older and
more aware, started to drag his feet as the tears swelled in
Mum’s eyes.
We stopped at Beadels, a flower shop and at one-time a
firm of photographers, opposite the cemetery gates.
Mum bought a small bunch of flowers and the kindly lady,
who knew the story, made up two small complementary
bouquets for Tony and me to put on the grave.
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We crossed the road, entered the gate and We placed our fresh flowers into the pots,
turned immediately to the right. Just

added water from the second can, and

below the ancient wall, there was a

then stood for a moment to look at our

standpipe where we filled two of the

work and to read the inscriptions (again).

cemetery’s aluminium watering cans. We

To my confusion, Dad didn’t die, he fell

then made the slow walk to the grave, with asleep. We walked back slowly to the
Tony having to be pulled. Now obscured

entrance, returning the watering cans,

by a forest of plane trees, it was then

ready for the next mourners.

possible to see right across the cemetery
as we made our way along the

As I grew older, I read other inscriptions

meandering gravel paths to reach the

too, looking out for any names that might

grave. The watering cans were heavy for a

be related. I still do this, although later

widow and two children, not yet eight.

research tells me that few in our family

Tony and Mum had tears of grief; I

had headstones; most being buried in

suspect my tears were synchrony.

unmarked communal graves. I have no
recollection of visiting the graves of my

One time that I did cry genuinely from my

Taylor grandparents, who had died only a

own distress was when I threw some

few years before Dad, nor (Great)

gravel from the path into the air and the

Grandfather Paul, who was one of the last

dust went into Mum’s eye. A vicar, who

to be interred at the cemetery, just before

happened to be walking by, stopped and

it closed for burials in 1966.

brushed the grit away using a pristine
white handkerchief. He told me off, the

Leaving the cemetery gates, we turned

first time I recall being scolded by a man,

into Hamlets Way, a footpath that runs

and tears soon flowed; a protective coat?

alongside the high, rusting wrought iron
fence of the cemetery. Trees grew on the

Arriving at the graveside, we cleaned away inside of the fence, making the path very
the moss from the white stone, using the

dark, especially in winter. Peering through

water from the first of the cans. We

the palings, we looked at the ancient

removed the dead flowers from the pots

graves of some of the cemetery’s earliest

and weeds from the green stones on the

residents. Cousin Michael once told me

slab, taking them to a nearby bin for

that two of his classmates had been

composting.

murdered along that path, which added to
my foreboding. At the end of the path, we

When the cemetery was open for burials

saw daylight as we entered Arnold Road,

and graves more recently occupied, they

where Mum’s eldest sister lived and where

were always full to overflowing.

we received the warmest of welcomes.
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1957 - Bow Cemetery contd.
We often stayed overnight, although no
one can now recall how we all fitted into
the two bedrooms.
We crammed into the back room and
kitchen, rarely entering the front room,
which I was told was saved for best. Only
recently I learned that this is where Dad’s
coffin had been laid out before his funeral,
and where Mum had called out after
seeing the body “it’s not Bob”. Sadly, it
was. Looking back, it is not surprising that
Mum and Tony never wanted to go into
that room with me.
With the kind help of the cemetery’s
heritage group and their volunteers, I have
rediscovered some of our family graves,
including that of my Dad. It is where we
scattered Mum’s ashes, when she passed
in 2009. Since then, I have been involved
in various research projects, writing about
the hidden histories of those that occupy

Corporate volunteering
is back!
Would you like to see your colleagues
again, but outdoors? Our nature reserve
has plenty of space, either for a team
wellbeing day, a volunteering day, a
picnic, or a combination. It’s a great way
to bring your colleagues together in a

and founded the cemetery and others

safe environment and contribute to the

commemorated there.

local community.

We placed a bench in memory of Mum and

We have experience running company

Dad on Hamlets Way. It is the least we

volunteer days for over a decade, and are

could do; a place where people of the

used to having teams of up to 100

area, or those with family members laid to

attendees (guidance allowing)! Some of

rest nearby, can take a moment and

our recent volunteer groups include the

reflect, perhaps about the lives of those

Wellcome Trust, Sainsbury’s and KPMG.

that have gone before.

You can read about the experience of
recent volunteers on our website.

Whenever I am in London, I feel compelled
to visit the cemetery and place some
flowers. I do not dwell for long, either at
the grave or at the bench on Hamlets Way.
There are perhaps too many memories.
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For more information please contact
Suzanna on suzanna.maas@fothcp.org.

THE FLACK FAMILY GRAVE
By Penny Williams (Heritage Volunteer)
All memorial headstones open up a

A chapel built by George Gilbert Scott

fascinating window onto people’s lives.

(builder of the Albert Memorial and the

Some contain nothing beyond the basic

Midland Grand Hotel St Pancras Railway

details of name, date of birth and date of

Station) is no longer standing. The

death. Others include a wealth of

cemetery is now full and, like Tower

genealogical information about other

Hamlets Cemetery Park, is a welcome

family members, an address, an

green city space, home to at least 35

occupation or even the cause of the

species of bird, 23 species of butterflies

individual’s death.

and several species of mammal. It is an
English Heritage Grade II listed site, with

Some of the family graves in Tower

several listed monuments and war graves.

Hamlets Cemetery Park commemorate
family members who are interred in other

Among the residents of Mill Road

grave plots within the Cemetery or

Cemetery are the Flack family. William

occasionally elsewhere. Obviously, with

Flack buried three children and his wife in

people moving around London or further

the Cemetery and installed a substantial

afield when job opportunities or family

headstone in their memory

circumstances dictated, some families had
to make the sad decision to leave a lovedone behind. Although some people were reinterred from the churchyard of St George
in the East when the Cemetery opened up
in 1841, it was too impractical and
expensive for most people to even
consider such a reburial. This can lead to
some interesting discoveries for those
heritage volunteers who have the
unfortunate tendency to seize every
opportunity to wander round a graveyard.
Mill Road Cemetery is a short walk from
the train station, through the suburbs of
Cambridge. It was consecrated in 1848 on
a site formerly occupied by a cricket
ground, as a collection of burial grounds
for 13 city parishes whose churchyards
had become full.

The Flack family grave
Image by Penny Williams
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The Flack Family Grave contd
He also commemorated a daughter buried

There is an interesting discrepancy

in Bow Cemetery before the family moved

between the Tower Hamlets Cemetery

away.

burial register and the headstone in
Cambridge. The burial registry gives the

The Flack family are surprisingly elusive,

date of Hannah’s funeral as August 5th

and it is difficult to track them on the

1863 but the headstone clearly states she

census returns. There are a number of

dies on 2nd August 1867. It seems highly

Flack families in the East End and in

unlikely that a father would mis-remember

Cambridgeshire but as all of the children’s

his child’s death by four years. It is

short lives (except Hannah) fell between

possible that the mason mis-read the

the census they cannot be definitely found. handwritten instruction regarding the
Hannah and her parents should appear on

inscription, or even that he simply made a

the 1861 census but they cannot be traced. mistake and it was too expensive to rectify.
All of the children appear on FreeBMD.
It is possible that Hannah’s father
Hannah Louise’s birth was registered in the remarried, as a William Flack, a 50 year old
Islington District in the March quarter of

widower, married Sarah Playfair, a 50 year

1859 and she died in Poplar on August 2nd

old widow, on 30th November 1879 in St

1863.

Philip’s Church Lambeth. This William
Flack later moved to Nottingham where he

Walter Robert: birth Cambridge September

worked as a railway clerk. On the 1881

quarter 1866 and he died in Cambridge on

census their household has two children,

March 10th 1867.

Herbert born in Poplar c.1866 and Ellen
born in Cambridge c. 1873. If this is the

Harry Walter: birth Cambridge September

correct William, these would also have

quarter 1868 he died in Cambridge on June been Harriet Flack’s children. William died
11th 1869.

on 6th July 1893.

Louise: birth Cambridge June quarter 1872

The Flack family are remarkably elusive but

and she died in Cambridge on 11th April

sometimes we don’t need to know all the

1873.

answers – we just need to ask the
question.

It is touching to see how the parents reused a deceased child’s name for a new

To find out more about Mill Road Cemetery

baby. The children’s mother, Harriet, died

please visit http://millroadcemetery.org.uk

on 29th January 1877 and was buried by
her husband in Mill Road Cemetery.
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STORIES FROM THE CEMETERY
An interview with Doreen Kendall (Trustee and founder) part 1
Can you tell me a little bit about your

I suppose he thought well I’ve buried you

earliest memory of the Cemetery Park?

I’m not going to put up a stone as well!

What was it like back then?

But he was very well respected in

Stratford. There is quite a bit on him in
Rosemary Taylor was the secretary of East Stratford library and he also, because the
London History Society at the time. She
drivers were out in the open, developed

wrote 'Every Stone Tells a Story' .

oilcloth so that they had a cape over

Rosemary was busy trying to find stones

them. So that was a very good invention

in here and also had a query about Purcell

as well. He was a very clever man.

that I was helping with. He was the
Carpenter on the Bounty and they were
trying to find his grave as well as the grave
of the inventor Walter Hancock. A road
down by Bow is named after him and he
made the first steam transport between
Stratford and the City.
It was very very overgrown and uncared
for then. I mean, we didn't know at the
time [around 1964] that the Cemetery was
going broke and they were arranging for
the London County Council (LCC) to buy it.
Anyway, we never found Purcell, and we
didn't find Hancock. It turns out Hancock
didn't have a memorial because he was
bankrupt. His brother paid for his funeral.

That was my first experience of coming
into the Cemetery Park, helping Rosemary.
Once the cemetery closed, did you stay
involved even though there was nobody
running the place? Or did you not get
involved until the Friends started?
No, we carried on looking for Purcell and
others. Everybody kept telling us about
this man who'd been killed fighting
Indigenous Americans. The place was
very, very overgrown. There were lots of
trees right in the middle, not the very tall
trees we have now, but there were quite a
few trees.
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Stories from the Cemetery contd.
Then the trees started to grow very fast.

They were very, very worried. I mean

The place became even more dilapidated

there’s 33 acres and they thought

and there was a lot of rubbish as well.

something bad was going to happen. Then

Where the war memorial is, that was the

there were quite a few little societies, I

first square that we decided to go

mean there was East London History for

through. We were looking for Alfred

one. There were people that had beautiful

Linnell. There were lots of people here.

owls or they used to show them off in

Terry was working away then.

here. There were a couple of groups, you
know, wellbeing I suppose you’d be calling

This square, number 73, had all these old
cars and rubbish down by the wall where
people pinched handbags and things from
the underground (which they were very
fond of doing). They would throw what
they didn't want and so there were loads
of handbags about. Then people started
coming in dumping. It was a bit of a mess
at this point. The church became very
dilapidated because people pinched the
lead from it and also from the chapel. So
they were a sorry state and there were
piles of rubbish everywhere. You know
when you're out you see piles of rubbish,
so that's what it was like.
Can you tell me a little about what the
Friends were like when you first formed?

it today. They were walkers. Oh and Peter
was always doing the birds chorus. I can’t
see any point in getting up at 3 o'clock in
the morning to listen to the birds!
They all got together along with Stewart
who was the leading light. We all got
together and formed the Friends. They
decided that it was a great worry, the
cemetery, because of the threat of what
they [the LCC] would do, maybe they
would clear it or something.
Was this before they'd started clearing
the graves away, or was this afterwards?
They had done some already. It was very
upsetting. They sent out a plan and all the

I don't know the date when the Friends

graves, they said were going to clear

started. I think it must have been in the

them, they didn't say destroy, they said

late 70s, perhaps? Everybody wanted to

clear. They put the railings around the

save the cemetery and were very, very

graves they were going to keep to make

worried that something would happen

people know it was a cemetery.

because the college, Queen Mary’s, they
planned to build over the Jewish cemetery There was lots of tears because they sent
out this plan and they were going to knock
that was in their way. Instead they put a
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platform over so you walked underneath.

down the church and chapel. I mean, the

The college is on top and you can still see

memorials as well. They started in, I call it

it today.

the Meadow [Cantrell Field].

It's a beautiful empty space, isn't it? Well,

We got to County Hall and people

that was huge and that was all memorials. produced all these bottles of drink and
They started knocking it down. There is a

sandwiches and we had that while we

picture of Terry. I can't find it, but a

were waiting for the councillors to come

newspaper cutting of Terry standing there

out. Then they invited us into County Hall

and the tractor and bulldozer behind

and we went into this big room. We sat all

knocking down the memorials.

the way round, you know, the seats were
stuck down and it was all panelled. It was

What they forgot was that people were

a very nice room, but really just a

here, some had been bombed down and

committee room. Then they

they've gone away, you know, moved

listened to everybody. Stewart and

away, but there was still quite a number of everybody had a go about it all.
people that lived here and they had family
buried here and it really was upsetting to

At the end they said they would stop it

know that you know everything was going

and decide what to do in the future 'cause

to be cleared. They’d saved up for their

nobody really wanted a park 'cause

memorial stones and things and they were they’ve got Victoria Park and the highway.
going to clear it.
So anyway. We then had to walk all the
Anyway. This is before the Friends, we

way home, oh such a long way.

[around 50 people] decided to march on
County Hall. I didn't know it was such a

You must have felt very empowered,

long way! It took around 3 and a half

though. Having got that decision that

hours to march there and then afterwards

must have been a real joyous moment.

we had to march home.
Oh we were pleased. People were still
What did it feel like going on that march?

crying and talking. We didn't have any

Other than tiring!

banners. We did have BBC Radio, which
was telling people where we were and

Very tiring and very noisy 'cause

also the television. But we only came on

everybody was talking to everybody else

television for the shortest slot you'll ever

and people didn't know each other and

see, because in those days television

they were all saying where their graves

wasn't so wonderful as it is today.

were. All that sort of thing. It was a very
long way. I don't think the traffic was as

So anyway. That was our big contribution

bad as it is now. We weren’t allowed to

to saving the cemetery.

walk on the road, we had to walk on the
pavement and there were lots of oldfashioned pushchairs.

Find out more about Doreen's story in the
next issue of Stone Stories.
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PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE
By Claire Slack, Heritage Officer
Back in 2020, the Friends of Tower

We'll be calling on you to help us better

Hamlets Cemetery Park were awarded a

understand the significance of our amazing

National Lottery Heritage Fund grant to

historic cemetery and urban woodland.

help us create a Conservation
Management Plan that will help us plan

The Conservation Management Plan will

for our future. This grant, whilst slightly

help us to plan for our future.

delayed due to the pandemic, will span

Understanding what needs to be done, why

over the course of the next 18 months and

it needs to be done and who will do the

will also enable us to expand our offer of

work is vital for the long-term success of

heritage activities and training across the

our beautiful space. It will work to balance

site. You may have already seen the first

the needs of heritage, nature and our

of these activities like Hands on Heritage

community.

volunteering that started in April 2021 or
our Cemetery Park Online heritage talks

Using this plan will then help us to create a

that involved everything from cemetery

maintenance guide to care for the Cemetery

tourism to the history of boxing in the

Park that will provide us with insights on

East End.

what needs doing on a day-to-day basis.
From who cuts the grass and plants the

The Conservation Management Plan will

spring daffodils, to when the health and

help us to better understand and conserve

safety checks need completing and how

both our history and the biodiversity of

(and if) we conduct cleaning and repairs on

our site as well as the things our

our vast array of headstones and

community love best about Tower

monuments.

Hamlets Cemetery Park.
If you'd like to find out more about the
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It will involve our local community, other

project or how you can get involved please

charities and organisations we work with,

email Claire on claire.slack@fothcp.org.

heritage and biodiversity professionals

We'd love to hear your thoughts on the

and of course our amazing members.

Cemetery Park's future!

KEEP IN TOUCH
We are thrilled to welcome you back on

Visit fothcp.org/member to find out more,

site with the team back working in the

or to discuss gift options, contact us at

office at least some days of the week and

contact@fothcp.org.

things feeling (almost) normal again. As a
member you help support the park and get

Less than 25% of our funding comes from

discounts on selected events and

Tower Hamlets Council and we rely on our

courses. Your support is invaluable but

generous, passionate and loyal

why not support us further by gifting a

volunteers, members and donors to keep

membership to a friend or family member!

things running.

To be kept up to date on news, learning and events, please visit:
www.fothcp.org/stay-in-touch where you can sign up to our mailing list and find links to
follow us on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. Thank you from all of us at The Friends
of Tower Hamlets Cemetery Park. We look forward to seeing you all again soon!
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Foxgloves growing next to one of our private gravestones in the
Cemetery Park

